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Coherent curvature radiation from an electron beam rotating in a plasma 
D. Tzach, Gregory Benford, C. W. Roberson, and N. Rostoker 
Physics Department, University of California, lroine, California 92717 

(Received 25 September 1978; accepted for publication 12 March 1979) 

Microwave-radiation bursts at A.- 1 cm are observed when a rotating relativistic electron beam 
interacts with a plasma. The power level exceeds 1 MW, and the radiation pulse lasts as long as 
the electron beam pulse for beams up to 1 µsec long. The results are consistent with a model of 
coherent curvature radiation from electrons bunched due to a two-stream instability. Other 
mechanisms are ruled out by observations of harmonic splittings and the power spectrum. 

PACS numbers: 52.40.Mj, 52.60. + h, 52.35.Py, 52.35.Hr 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been known since the first decades of this century 
that charged particles gyrating in a magnetic field radiate 
electromagnetic waves. t-4 This synchrotron radiation ex
plains many of the intense radio sources of astronomy. Until 
recently it was not realized that this process can be made 
collective, in the sense that correlations between the radiat
ing particles enhance the power. This may occur naturally in 
pulsars, where the particles move along the curved field lines 
of the magnetosphere. This "coherent curvature radiation" 
is in fact a generalization of synchrotron radiation to the case 
where the radius of curvature of the orbit, p, is not from the 
Larrnor orbit, but instead the instantaneous curvature of the 
local field lines. In both cases the physics is the same-en
hancement of the single-particle radiation by bunching of 
the particles in the azimuth of the turning orbit. This spatial 
bunching of electrons most probably arises from a streaming 
instability between the relativistic electrons and a back
ground plasma. In pulsars, the nature of the beam and plas
ma are conjectural since they cannot be observed. In the 
laboratory, however, we can make beams and plasmas to 
maximize the clarity of the process. 

We shall call the process coherent curvature radiation 
because the term is better known and more general. Our 
experiments use a hollow relativistic electron beam rotating 
with a speed v = 0. 95c and a radius of curvature p = 3 cm 
( - the Larmor radius), so we are in fact observing coherent 
synchrotron radiation. Streaming between beam and a non
relativistic background plasma produces a strong instability 
at the upper hybrid frequency, which is slightly above the 
plasma frequency. The resulting bunching, driven by the 
electrostatic instability, forms a spatial array, as in radio an
tennas. The bunches can cooperate with each other, in the 
sense of having the same phase relation in their emission, if 
they lie within the same radiating cone, which has opening 
angler - 1

, with r the relativistic energy factor. The bunches 
lie along the helix followed by the gyrating beam (pitch an
gles typically exceeding 60", and ranging up to 85°). Howev
er, because this cone includes only two or three bunches at 
best (defining a bunch as being one emitted wavelength long, 
typically 0. 8 cm), this cooperative effect is of no importance 
in our laboratory work. However, it may be important in 
pulsars, where the number of cooperating bunches can be in 
the thousands. 

This paper presents our investigations of this mecha
nism to date. We have eliminated to our satisfaction compet
ing explantions of the emission. Observed power reaches sev
eral MW. Further studies in the future may enable us to tum 
this procedure around, so that the radiation can serve as a 
probe of the nonlinear turbulent spectrum of beam-plasma 
instabilities, enabling plasma physicists to study these com
plex problems in a nonperturbing way. 

II. THEORY OF COHERENT CURVATURE RADIATION 

The detailed theoretical model that initiated this work 
was given by Buschauer and Benford. 4 Here, we shall review 
briefly some basic points. 

Relativistic electrons moving in a helical trajectory ra
diate cyclotron harmonic radiation. 1.i The radiated power 
is 3 
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FIG. 2. Experimemal appratus. 

where/Joe is the azimuthal velocity, r = (\ - /3 2) 

the radius of curvature, p, is 

rv ( v2) 1/2 
p =-11 1+-f . 

<u,. v0 

(t)c being the cyclotron frequency, eB /me. The radiation 
spectrum P (<v) is shown in Fig. l . The power peaks at a 
frequency 

(t)*/2tr~ 7t3c/p. 

(2) 

(3) 

The radiation is nearly tangential to the trajectory and is 
partially polarized. When an electron beam spirals in a plas
ma, a two-stream instability develops and causes the beam 
electrons to bunch. The bunched electrons then radiate their 
cyclotron radiation coherently, increasing the radiated pow
er by a factor of€ given by 4 

€ = rJpA,ii/(2y '), (4) 

where A 1 is the area of the beam bunches, transverse to the 
beam electron velocity, and n is the fluctuation in the density 
of the beam due to the streaming instability. The total power 
for N electrons [using Eqs. (l) and (4) and approximating 
p~yv11 /w~ J is 

P, = N € P, = + N1TA/ie2wc /3 :,, (5) 

the power depends strongly on the magnetic field B since 

Vo eB ro 
/311= - = -, - . (6) 

e me- Y 

Here r0 is the radius of the annulus of the electron beam. The 
two-stream instability occurs at the upper hybrid frequency 
w~ = {J); + w; (in our experiments cv; > w; and UJ H ~(JJP ). 
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The estimated spectral function/ (w) of the two-stream insta
bility is shown in Fig. 1. This function is much narrower than 
P (<v ). [The width off (UJ) is probably given in our experiments 
by the variation in (JJ u over a wavelength A. of the radiation, 
i.e., 8wz(a<v11 /J,)A.;::;(a(J);a,)J..;::;(1Te/n)(Jn/Jr).] This is 
typically -0. l cvP forourexperiments, so the overlap of P(UJ) 
and/(<u) should give a fairly sharp profile of P(w). By chang
ing(t)u wecansweepP(UJ)with/((J)). Whenwu > (J)*, the two 
spectra do not overlap and no coherent radiation is expected. 
However, as <Vu decreases/(w) starts to overlap P((J)) and a 
rapid increase in radiated power is expected. The radiation 
will peak when <v 11 = cv* and will decrease slowly as (t) u 
decreases below w*. 

Ill. THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

The experimental apparatus and the magnetic field 
shape are shown in Fig. 2. 

From the right end of the drift tube a plasma gun is 
fired, filling the tube with plasma. (Part of the experiments 
were carried out with a Marshall gun s and the remainder 
where with a titanium stacked washer gun. 6) A 2-mm mi
crowave interferometer monitors the density continuously. 
At a later time, we fire an annular electron beam (typically 
V = 1 MV, I= 30 kA, radius r0 = 3 cm, and thickness 
t = 0.5 cm) through an anode foil and a magnetic cusp. The 
beam then spirals through the plasma and interacts with it. 
A Ka band horn couples the microwave radiation into a 1 Om 
waveguide, leading to the screen room, where the signal is 
attenuated and detected. A 35-m dispersive delay line is used 
to measure the radiated frequency. The waveguide has a 
cutoff frequency of2 l GHz and single-mode operation up to 
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FIG. 3. Radia1ed power versus n, . 

42 GHz. Radiation was also monitored in frequency bands 
8-26.5 and 110-170 GHz. 

An x-ray pin diode array was used to confirm beam 
propagation and monitor the beam profile. In part of the 
experiments we inserted a Lucite damage rod into the beam 
path to confirm beam rotation and measure the pitch angle. 7 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

In the experiments described below, we used two types 
of plasma sources, a Marshall gun and a titanium stacked 
washer gun. We used two electron beam machines, one with 
a 110-nsec pulse width and the other with a l-µsec pulse 
width. The Marshall gun produces many neutral atoms in 
addition to the plasma. When the beam passes through, it 
ionizes these neturals and the plasma density changes signifi
cantly. This sudden change implies that the matching condi
tion, (J),, = (J)•, exists for only a short time and the micro
wave pulses are short. The use of the titanium stacked wash
er gun, which does not emit many neutrals, enables us to 
overcome this problem, and we got microwave radiation 
during the full length of the electron beam pulse for both the 
short and the long electron beam pulse. 

A. Output power versus plasma density 

In the first series of experiments we fired a Marshall 
plasma gun into the drift tube and after a certain elapsed 
time we fired an annular rotating electron beam. By varying 
the time delay td between the gun and the beam, we con
trolled the plasma density, and hence, the plasma frequency. 
The magnetic field was set to 1. 5 kG, and the pitch angle was 
- 65°. A 2-mm interferometer was used to monitor the plas
ma frequency continuously. We searched for radiation in the 
frequency range between 8 and 170 GHz. A significant 
amount of power was detected in the Ka band only. In aII 
other band, the power was down by two orders of magnitude 
at least. 

The radiated power versus density is plotted in Fig. 3. 
At low plasma frequencies, the power rises slowly as (J)P is 
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increased. When (J)P/21T approaches 30 GHz we get a sharp 
increase in power and when (J) P is further increased the pow
er drops rapidly and decreases by two orders of magnitude as 
(J)P/217'-50 GHz. This behavior is in good agreement with 
the theoretical graphs described in Fig. 1. When we sweep 
P ((J)) with/ ((J)) we expect the power to increase slowly as (J)P 
increases (towards (J)*), a peak at (J) P = CtJ•, and a sharp de
crease for (J)P > (J)•. 

A typical negative polarity signal is shown in Fig. 4. 
Pulse No. l is the Ka band detected pulse entering the delay 
line. Pulse No. 2 is the detected signal at the delay line out
put. Since the line is dispersive, one can determine the fre
quency by measuring the time delay. 

The frequency gap between successive spikes is l.7 
GHz, which is in good agreement with the harmonic struc
ture expected from relativistic electrons moving in a helical 
trajectory. This spacing is given by 

Li(J) (.t),. 

h = 21Ty sin20
1 

where(} is the pitch angle. Here fJ = 65°, JJ = 1.5 kG, and 
thus 

L1(J)/21T~ 1.5 GHz. 

The nonrelativistic harmonic spacing is 

(.t)<./211'~ 4.2 GHz. 

The observed harmonic spacing implies that we are dealing 
with direct radiation from the beam electrons and not con
version of electrostatic waves in the boundary, 8·

9 which 
would have the nonrelativistic harmonic spacing. 

We estimated the total power by multiplying the power 
coupled into the horn by the ratio of drift-tube area to horn 
area. The power coupled into the horn by the three most 
powerful harmonics in Fig. 4 is 400, 160, and 140 W, respec
tively. The area ratio was -2000; thus, the total power ex
ceeds I MW. 

An important result of this experiment is the fact that 
when ruP > (J)• there was no radiation in neither the Ka band 
nor the higher-frequency bands, indicating that the reso
nance condition (J) 11 ~ (J)* is essential. 

#1 

31 .4 GHz 

'29.7 GHz 

28 GHz 

#2 50 nsec 

r-Y 

'29.7 GHz 

31.4 GHz 

FIG. 4. Oscillogram oft he sum ofundelayed Ka band detected pulse (No. I) 
and !he delayed and dispersed pulse (No. 2}. 
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B. Output power versus magnetic field 

In a second series of experiments, (t)P was kept approxi
mately constant at its optimal value in Fig. 3, while the mag
netic field B was varied. This implies variation of the ratio 
v8 /vz, which affects the output power strongly [Eqs. (5) and 
(6)]. Unfortunately, there is a limit on B due to the cusp 
cutoff field Ber at which, ideally, all of the initial velocity is 
converted into rotational velocity, and the beam stops prop
agating. Ber is given by 

(7) 

In this experiment we keep the curve/ ((t)) in Fig. 1 constant, 
while the increasing B we increase w* in Eq. (3). Thus, for a 
low magnetic field the curve P (w) (Fig. 1) does not overlap 
f ((t)) and no coherent radiation is expected. As we increaseB, 
the curve P (m) becomes wider and starts to overlap/ (tU ). We 
thus expect a steep onset of radiation. When we further in
crease B, we approach Ber and radiated power starts drop
ping due to beam cutoff. The experimental curves in Fig. 5 
show good agreement with this prediction, for both r = 3.3 
and r = 2.9, although the onset of radiation for r = 2.9 is 
not as fast as the fourth power dependence shown in Eq. ( 5). 
The peak in power occurs at a higher B for r = 3.3 than for 
r = 2.9 since Ber increases with y. 

For B = 1.28 kG, the power for y = 3.3 is less than that 
for y = 2.9 by a factor of -0.62, in agreement with Eqs. (5) 
and (6) sinceP,-fJ~ fJ8 -(y) - 1

, and (2.9/3.3) 3 ~0.67. 
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On the other hand, the peak power for y = 3.3 is greater 
than that for r = 2.9 by a factor of -1.7, while the corre
sponding magnetic fields are 1.28 and 1.47 kG. The current 
density and hence N (the number of radiating particles) in
creased by l . 7 and the productN (t)e /3 ~[in Eq. (S)] increased 
by - 1.5. Thus the calculated power should increase by 
-1.5 (assuming no change in iiA,), which is fairly close to 
the measured ratio of 1.7. (This suggests iiA, is insensitive to 
y.) It should be mentioned here that no Ka band radiation 
was observed when we fired the beam into a constant mag
netic field (with no cusp). In this case there is little rotation of 
the electrons, and hence little curvature radiation is expect
ed. This dramatic reduction in radiated power when the cusp 
is deactivated indicates that beam rotation is essential. This 
would not be the case, for example, if we were observing 
(!)-:::;WP radiation from scattering off ions, as is seen in type-
111 solar bursts. 

C. Extension of microwave pulse length to that of the 
beam 

As can be seen in Fig. 4, in some cases the microwave 
pulse consisted of several short spikes. In other cases we had 
a single short pulse, as in Fig. 6(b). This pulse is much 
shorter than the beam pulse shown in Fig. 6(a). We suspect
ed this was because the matching condition tUP ~(I)· lasted 
for only a short time, because of a sudden change in tUP when 
the beam passes through the plasma. We can see this change 
on the interferometer trace in Fig. 6(c). At the beginning, the 
plasma density is higher than the cutoff density for the 2-mm 
wave and no fringes can be seen. Then fringes appear, and 
later the density decreases and the fringes become more 
widely spaced. When the beam is fired, the density jumps 
into the cutoff region again, and later starts to decrease once 
again. We believe that the reason for this change in density is 

0 

CURRENT 

VOLTAGE 

b d 

~ 
IOOns 

MICROWAVES 

e 

50µs 50µs 

PL ASMA DENSITY 

FIG. 6. Shon pulse machine experiments: (a) Current and voltage traces, 
(b) microwave pulse with Marshall gun, (c) interferometer trace with Mar· 
shall gun, (d) microwave pulse with washer stack gun, and (e) interferomet· 
er trace with washer stack gun. 
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FIG. 7. Pulse length and output power versus density. 

the ionization by the beam of the many neutrals emitted by 
the Marshall gun. 

To prevent this sudden change in density when the 
beam is fired, we used a titanium washer stack gun which 
does not emit many neturals. The interferometer trace for 
this gun is shown in Fig. 6(e). When the beam is fired, we see 
only an electrostatic noise spike and then the density trace 
continues without any change. The microwave pulse in this 
case [Fig. 6(d)] is as long as and is similar to the beam-volt
age trace [Fig. 6(a)]. 

In Fig. 7 we plotted the dependence of the microwave 
pulse length on the plasma density, n (or plasma frequency 
(JJ/27r), for the stack washer gun. As can be seen there ~he 
pulse length is equal to that of the beam voltage for dens1t1es 
below 1.5 x IO 13 /cm 3. For higher densities, the density 
started to change when the beam was fired and the micro
wave pulse width started to decline. In Fig. 7 we also show 
the radiated power versus density (in another series of ex
periments). The power peaks well below 1.5 X IO 1J /cm 3 so 
that at the peak power we also get the full pulse length. Thus 
the energy peaks when the power does. 

D. 1·1J.Sec-long pulses 

We conducted a similar series of experiments on our 
long-pulse machine 10 in which we have a !-µsec pulse of0.6 
MV and 15-kA peak current. The results were quite similar 
to those of the short-pulse experiments for both the Marshall 
gun and the washer stack gun. Figure 8(a) shows the voltage 
trace and Fig. 8(c) shows the interferometer trace for a Mar
shall-gun shot. Here again we see the great change in density 
when the beam is fired. The microwave pulse in this case 
[Fig. 8(b)] consists of several short spikes which last alto
gether much less than the beam. In Fig. 8(e) we see a density 
trace of a shot taken with the washer stack gun. The density 
here does not change when the beam is fired (except from the 
noise pickup) and the microwave pulse lasts for about 1 µsec 
and is similar to the voltage pulse. It should be noted here 
that the voltage pulse is spiky here and so is the microwave 
pulse. This probably represents "jitter" around the reso-
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nance condition(!)*= (!JP caused by fluctuations in the volt
age (and in y). 

V. DISCUSSION 

The incoherent radiated power from N electrons, calcu
lated by multiplying Eq. (1) by N, yields in our case -1 W. 
Since the power levels in these experiments exceeded I MW, 
we are obviously dealing with a coherent process. 

Assuming in Eq. (5), 4 A,= 0.1 cm2
, iz/n = O.ot, and 

n b = 1.7 x 10 11 we get P, ~so MW. This means that we ar.e 
well below a resonable maximum attainable power. In addi
tion, we expect to be able to increase the radiated frequency 
by increasing y and decreasingp in Eq. (3). 

The harmonic structure of the radiation exludes the 
possibility of radiation from electrostatic waves converted 
into electromagnetic waves at the plasma boundary, 8 '

9 as 
was explained in Sec. IV A. The harmonic structure is also 
different from those in both the Astron experiments 12 and 
the rotating electron beam in vacuum 13

• 1
4 where the radi

ation peaked at l-y, where I is the harmonic of the beam 
cyclotron frequency. Here we observed a much higher har
monic number, namely, /-y 3

. 

We can understand the pronounced peak in Fig. 7 by 
noting that when (J)P > (J)*, the power should decline expon
entially because the single-particle emission function does. 4 

The low level of power at higher densities probably results 
from emission in regions at large radii with lower plasma 
density. These regions will give coherent radiation because 
(J)P < <v* there, even though (J)P > (!)*at the center of the drift 
tube. The peak should occur where <u* !21T' = 21 .5 GHz 
= (J) '/21T'. The observed peak at - 25 GHz (Fig. 7) probably 

corr:sponds to experimental variance in rand plasma densi-

b 
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FIG. 8. Long-pulse machine experiments: (a) voltage, (b) microwave pulse 
with Marshall gun, (c) interferometer with Marshall gun, (d) microwave 
pulse with washer stack gun, and (e) interferometer trace with washer stack 
gun. 
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ty. The slope of the left side of the peak agrees qualitatively 
with the Buschauer and Benford 4 calculations, Eq. (33). The 
power scales as N 2/S0 where N = n,, V, Vis the volume of 
the emitting clumps, n,, is the beam density, and S0 is the 
coherence length along (}for the rotating beam. Now, 
V = s7JS0 wheres and 11 are the transverse dimensions of the 
clumps; they should be set by the velocity spread of the beam 
(which dephases waves if they are moving at the differing 
beam-particle velocities) and by dephasing effects due to in
homogeneities in nP. The variation 8nP/nP should decline 
with nP, so we would expects11 to increase with nP. A slow 
scaling (S71 ) - n P can easily account for the rise in power seen 
on the left face of the peak in Fig. 7. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We observed high-power microwave pulses with prop
erties in good agreement with the theory of coherent curva
ture radiation. The pulse length, very short in the earlier 
stages of this reasearch, was shown to result from the experi
mental setup, rather than from an inherent property of the 
mechanism responsible for the radiation. By a proper choice 
of the plasma souice we extended the microwave burst 
length to that oft he electron beam, for beam pules as long as 
1 µsec. This suggests the possibility of getting even longer 
microwave pulses with longer beam pulses. We also antici
pate getting higher power levels by increasing the magnetic 
field, generating rotation in the beam by firing the beam into 
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an increasing magnetic field (avoiding thus the cusp cutoff 
problem). The process a lso recommends itself for produc
tion of higher frequencies by increasing r and decreasingp. 
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